Introduction
Negotiating the Sixties

About forty years ago, a television show caused some unlikely shouting
matches in places far away from one another. On a summer afternoon in
1972, ten-year-old twins Frank and Frederick walked with their parents into
a diner in Ogden, Utah, proudly sporting red, white and blue ‘Archie Bunker
for President’ T-shirts. When the restaurant manager refused to serve them
because of their ‘unpatriotic and offensive’ outfits, a heated exchange
followed, and the family left hungry.1 On the other side of the Atlantic, a
six-year-old boy from Suffolk shouted ‘bloody silly old moo’ at a saleswoman
upon learning that his favourite sweet was sold out. The incident caused
outrage in the Rural District Council and was picked up by the London
Times.2 Not much later, in West Germany teenagers provoked angry
reactions over the kitchen table after bestowing homemade ‘Alfred awards’
upon their fathers – cardboard medals honouring them as ‘the most revolting,
appalling, intolerant, ugly, grumpy, inconsiderate, mean father of all’.3
These three seemingly unrelated incidents are deeply interconnected. The
boys in Utah, Suffolk and West Germany had been watching the same
situation comedy – titled All in the Family in the United States, Till Death
Us Do Part in Britain and One Heart and One Soul in the Federal Republic.
They had used catchphrases and symbols from a wildly popular TV format
to negotiate the generational and political tensions of their time. They were
far from alone. Television blockbusters could become highly potent signifiers
of cultural change during the 1960s and 1970s. This book explores the links
between entertainment television and the wave of accelerated social change
that swept across Western industrialised societies in the sixties.
Scholars have identified an unprecedented thrust of ‘value change’ from
the mid-1960s to the late 1970s. In the same period, television’s power as
unchallenged leading medium peaked. Its wide reach coincided with a
relative scarcity of channels to choose from, resulting in extremely high
ratings: the era of limited choice maximised television’s impact. This book is
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the first historical study to test empirically the connections between these
two developments. It shows that television entertainment indeed accelerated
and broadened the wave of sociocultural change. The breakthrough of the
sixties cultural revolution in Britain, West Germany and the United States
was bolstered by TV series that, beyond mirroring what went on, were also
an important agent in societal debates about the acceptance of new values.
Broadcasting hastened value change, and in the process slightly deradicalised
new norms.
To show how television functioned as a catalyst, accelerator and sanitiser
of the sixties cultural revolution, this book makes use of historical methods,
sociological data and systematic international comparison. To substantiate
its claims empirically, it concentrates on one particular example: three
uniquely controversial and influential sitcoms centred on a working-class,
bigoted antihero and his family. The original, Till Death Us Do Part, had
been conceived in London and was aired by the BBC from 1966 to 1975.
As part of the international trade in television programmes, the format was
then sold in the United States as All in the Family (CBS, 1971–79) and in
West Germany as Ein Herz und eine Seele (One Heart and One Soul; WDR/
ARD, 1973–76). The cockney loudmouth Alf Garnett morphed into Archie
Bunker and the German ‘Ekel Alfred’ (disgusting Alfred).
The three series resembled one another closely, from the characters and
settings down to the props and some of the jokes. Although the bigoted
patriarch at the centre of the sitcom took on a distinct character in
postcolonial Britain, postfascist Germany and the United States of the civil
rights and women’s liberation movements, the format of the comedy stayed
remarkably stable. It revolved around a working-class family in which a
young and an old couple collide, bound together more by dependence than
by love. The head of the family (Alf, Archie, Alfred) is conservative, prudish,
authoritarian and racist. His wife (Else, Edith) is submissive, dim-witted
and equally uptight. Their fashionable, sexy, consumerist daughter (Rita,
Gloria) still lives at home, together with her husband (Michael), who lacks
an adequate income. Michael, who espouses left-wing ideas, engages in a
permanent war of attrition against the patriarch, whose attitudes are thus
subjected to constant ridicule. Fierce arguments about race, politics, gender
roles and sexuality expose the deep social and generational divisions of the
time.
Perhaps surprisingly, family strife on TV proved a sensational success
with audiences in all three countries. The series shot to the top of the ratings.
The British Till Death Us Do Part became ‘the most popular comedy
programme in the BBC’s history’,4 reaching between sixteen and twenty
million viewers with most episodes – up to a third of the entire population.5
In the United States, All in the Family came to be the most successful primetime series ever, topping the ratings for five years straight. In 1974–75, the
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average episode was watched by fifty million Americans – a fifth of the
population.6 In West Germany, the nationwide channel ARD recorded
ratings of 50 to 65 per cent for One Heart and One Soul, averaging twenty
million viewers – again a third of the population.7 These were sky-high
ratings, even for the time. It was the era of limited choice, in which about
90 per cent of households owned a TV set and the daily exposure of viewers
was two to five hours.8 With few channels available (often two to three),
successful prime-time programmes could count on being watched by at least
30 to 40 per cent of the entire population of a country. Television now easily
reached remote locations. Groups that had traditionally been far from the
epicentre of social and political change – rural communities, the uneducated,
the elderly, housewives, children, some minorities – watched the same shows
as their middle-class, urban, young, educated peers.
As television ‘blockbusters’, Alf & Co. belonged to that rare group of top
hits watched even by those who would usually not be drawn to this kind of
show, to its channel or to TV at all. Blockbusters are followed by (almost) all
because they are the stuff of discussion at work, at school and at home, and
because they occupy the best time slots. They exert unusual attraction only
during a limited ‘peak period’, though later on they can remain a popular
staple of the rerun mill. And while today’s peaks are often short, they lasted
years in the era of limited choice: for the shows in question, from 1966 to
1968 in Britain, 1971 to 1976 in the United States and all of 1974 in West
Germany. These peak periods yield the clearest evidence of programming’s
impact on societal negotiations. For during this phase, the broadcasts
garnered huge attention from all quarters of society. The three series were
accompanied by practically immeasurable coverage in other media, and
raging controversy in the press, politics and sociological research. As the
format revolved around the satirical deconstruction of a monstrously bigoted
hero, critics accused the programme of inciting racism, while its defenders
argued that it undermined prejudice. The sitcoms also repeatedly pushed
boundaries regarding sexual norms, gender roles, religious values, vulgarity
and bad language. In doing so, they fuelled debate in public and disagreements
within the respective television industries. In all three countries, broadcasters
were challenged over scheduling and editorial decisions. The BBC’s Till
Death Us Do Part ‘infuriated all opponents of the permissive society’,9 in
particular Mary Whitehouse’s Clean Up TV campaign. The American
version became a bone of contention between the networks and the courts
during the 1975–76 struggle over the ‘family viewing hour’. Trying to rid
prime-time programming of controversial content, the network had pushed
All in the Family to a late evening slot. The sitcom’s producer, Norman Lear,
sued in response and won a landmark ruling that sank the family viewing
policy for good. Similarly, the West German programme caused infighting
on regional broadcasting boards who on occasion tried to keep it from being
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screened. These controversies contributed to the plug being pulled, despite
the show’s ratings success.
Although Alf, Archie and Alfred were so contentious, their history has
not yet been written.10 This is all the more astonishing for the enormous
long-term impact these shows had on the television industry. They
introduced new topics and configurations to the genre of situational comedy
and spawned spin-off series and copies that ran for decades.11 They helped
pave the way for ‘edgier’ shows by proving that controversial issues could
play well with audiences without scaring off advertisers and critics. The
sitcoms in question were groundbreaking in many ways. In Britain, Alf
Garnett headed the first ‘real’ screen family: arguing, swearing, boozing,
bragging and solidly working class. Never before had the BBC dared to
make racism and an all-out attack on moral and religious values the subject
of mass entertainment, and Alf ’s ‘tirades set new standards for vulgar and
aggressive language on television’.12 For American TV, All in the Family
meant the breakthrough of ‘relevancy’, a period in the 1970s in which
prime-time programming addressed social and political realities fairly
directly. Archie Bunker’s was the first show to air racial epithets, the sound
of a toilet flushing and ‘frontal nudity’ (a baby’s nappy change). It was the
first series to broach socially sensitive subjects such as homosexuality,
impotence, breast cancer, premenstrual stress symptoms and menopause on
prime time. In Germany, One Heart and One Soul was the first situation
comedy ever aired, and also the first TV series to satirise racially and
politically controversial issues. Alf, Archie and Alfred embodied the demise
of the traditional family series with its harmonising, patriarchal message.
They also belied the belief that prime-time entertainment needed to be
escapist to succeed.13
During the 1960s and 1970s, television sitcoms became a battleground
for the controversial negotiation of the value change wrought by the sixties
cultural revolution – and as such had an impact on the outcome of those
negotiations. As this argument lies at the heart of the book, the assumptions
on which it is based need to be briefly sketched out. In the following, I will
address the concepts of the ‘sixties cultural revolution’ and ‘value change’
before explaining why I chose sitcoms, and how the historian’s approach to
the methodologically thorny issue of researching mass media reception
differs from, but also builds on, scholarship in media and television studies.

The Sixties Cultural Revolution
This book connects the ways in which audiences received popular TV
entertainment with an unusual acceleration of value change that swept
relatively uniformly across the Western world during the mid-1960s to late
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1970s. I call this period ‘the sixties’, ‘the sixties cultural revolution’ or,
interchangeably, ‘the lifestyle revolution’.14 I will distinguish between ‘the
1960s’ as the decade from 1960 to 1969 and ‘the sixties’ as the era of value
change throughout. A body of research on ‘value change’ by sociologists and
political scientists, identifying and explaining this comparatively sudden
thrust of transformation, functions as an important resource for this
investigation.
Most contemporaries of the 1960s and 1970s felt that the pace of social
change was unprecedented, placing particular stress on the society they lived
in. Historians by and large agree, pointing out the ‘unusual speed’ and
‘dramatic scope’ of a social and cultural ‘revolution’ in the twentiethcentury’s ‘golden age’ of stability and prosperity.15 They emphasise a number
of very visible developments across highly industrialised nations. Growing
affluence brought with it advanced levels of education, income and leisure
time. The service sector began to dominate Western economies, and mass
consumerism was on the rise. The postwar demographic explosion now
translated into the emergence of trendsetting youth cultures; the juvenile
became fashionable. Countercultural groups strove for independence and
grassroots movements for political participation, while traditional social
milieus lost much of their power and cohesiveness. Women defied patriarchal
authority in organised groups and in private. Divorce rates skyrocketed, and
the classic nuclear family (a married couple with children) was on the retreat,
giving way to increased numbers of one-person households and ‘incomplete’
or ‘patchwork’ families. Statistics for divorces, or for single households,
confirm a comparatively sudden thrust between 1965 and 1975 across the
Western world.16 The liberalisation of sexuality, a process that had been
underway for decades, exploded at the same time into a veritable sexual
revolution that commercialised and politicised sex as never before. Now the
laws regulating sexuality were decisively reworked in most Western countries:
premarital sex and homosexuality were largely decriminalised and abortion
legalised. The gay liberation movement and the second wave of the feminist
movement publicly questioned the established order. The political activism
of minorities aimed at deepening and radicalising the ongoing attitude
changes in mass society. Simultaneously, the mainstream churches faced an
uphill battle against these multiple challenges to the traditional gender roles
and sexual morals they upheld.
To explain where all these visible, far-reaching social changes came from,
it was widely assumed that some kind of underlying, rapid transformation
of individual beliefs and attitudes had taken place. Journalists, sociologists,
pollsters and others speculated about the triumph of individualism,
pluralism, secularisation or mass culture.17 Many lamented the loss of
traditional certainties, bourgeois values, religious morals and high culture.
While some observers welcomed and others detested the trend, the diagnosis
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was clear: for most people, life no longer revolved around survival and basic
needs, but around a search for emotional fulfilment. To a larger extent than
ever before, the individual was freed from the constraints of the community.
As religious precepts and traditional models of family, authority and
hierarchy faded, individuals were increasingly left to their own devices when
forging their identities. They turned more and more to nonauthoritarian
sources, such as mass media, consumerism, music, art and fashion. The
resulting lifestyle revolution was an explosion of pluralism and a victory of
popular over ‘highbrow’ culture.
To test these swings in ‘values’,18 scholars began to devise long-term
surveys from the late 1960s onwards. The best-known researcher to do so
was political scientist Ronald Inglehart, who claimed that a ‘silent revolution’,
a fundamental transformation from materialist to postmaterialist values,
had affected all highly industrialised Western countries. He argued that a
traditional focus on stability and economic well-being was losing ground to
a new outlook on life that emphasised individual fulfilment, freedom and
participation.19 Although Inglehart’s methods came in for harsh criticism,20
his thesis was bolstered by scholars from other camps. The sociologist
Helmut Klages found evidence for extraordinary attitude swings between
the mid-1960s and mid-1970s, with West Germans less and less prepared to
do their duty and accept their lot, and more and more keen on autonomy
and self-development. Klages registered a rapid movement of previously
fairly stable child-rearing values – away from duty and obedience and
towards independence and free will – in the comparatively short period of a
decade, with the young generation changing attitudes most quickly.21 From
similar data sets, showing a decline of the spirit of work and duty and a rise
of hedonism, Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann deduced a decay of bourgeois
ideals in the population between 1967 and 1978.22 International long-term
value studies confirmed the picture of a relatively uniform thrust of
individualism across Western Europe between 1960 and 1980, with many
scholars assuming a slackening of the pace of change from the late 1970s.23
Remarkably, accounts of value change typically point to the mass media,
and especially television, as a major cause (besides affluence).24 How exactly
television contributed to value change, though, is left open – and a question
we need to address.
If the 1960s and 1970s witnessed an unprecedented wave of value change,
they were also very much a period of transition, characterised by the
coexistence and clash of the new and the old. Many contemporaries feared
the demise of values such as family, duty, common good, modesty and
chastity, or worried about increasing cultural, racial and religious
heterogeneity. Everywhere, a backlash formed and grew noticeably stronger
during the 1970s. The timing, direction and intensity of counteracting
forces varied from country to country but frequently saw conservative and
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liberal opponents of change gathering strength during the first half of the
1970s – in response to governmental liberalisation policies and the economic
downturn following the oil crisis, among other factors. The fate of the sixties
cultural revolution differed in the three cases examined, as did its timing and
– to a certain extent – its content. Not only did countercultures and the
feminist and gay movements unfold at a differing pace, some concepts, such
as highbrow culture, class, race and the New Left, had nationally specific
meanings.25
In all cases, though, the sitcoms can be read as a running commentary on
both the sixties cultural revolution and the counterattack. The antihero at
the centre embodies the forces of backlash, while his son-in-law is a (critical)
portrayal of youthful counterculture. Arguments about politics,
countercultures, sexual and gender norms, religion, and fashion feed the
endless conflict between the two sides. The TV series added another
ingredient to the mix that, to different degrees, formed part of the sixties:
race. All Western industrialised societies then faced the challenge of adapting
to multiethnic realities, albeit in different forms. Though the influx of
immigrants was by no means a new phenomenon, it reached new heights
during the 1960s and 1970s in Britain and West Germany. Between 1960
and 1980, the share of foreigners living in West Germany surged from 1.2
to 7.2 per cent of the population (mainly as a result of the policy of hiring
‘guest workers’ from southern Europe and Turkey). In Britain, the debate
centred on the black, so-called colonial immigrants whose numbers had
tripled between 1955 and 1962 alone, following the breakup of the empire.
In both countries, the refusal to define itself as an immigration country and
to embark upon active integrationist policies led to increasingly public
displays of xenophobia.26 The American case was somewhat different because
of the legacy of slavery and the existence of a permanent African American
underclass, and because of the civil rights movement of the 1960s, which
had already succeeded in framing the debate and pushing it to the top of the
public agenda.
Though the historical background varied considerably, all three television
series reacted to these racial issues by merging the figures of the racist and
the opponent of the lifestyle revolution. Characteristically, the sitcoms were
all set in working-class neighbourhoods of big urban centres with a long
history of immigration (London’s East End, New York’s Queens and Bochum
in the Ruhr region). These were the places where working-class families and
newly arrived migrants (either immigrants from abroad or African
Americans, many of whom had migrated from the southern states of the
United States) were bound to clash, competing for jobs and housing. Alf,
Archie and Alfred represented not only the traditionalist backlash but also
racism, joining two issues that did not necessarily belong together. Still, the
blend was convincing enough, as the series’ success attests. The illiberalism,
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traditionalism and xenophobia of the lead character could plausibly be
traced back to the same source: fear of pluralism and hostility to social
change.

Sitcoms as Sites of Negotiation
Not only because its configuration mirrors the progressive and the
traditionalist faction of the sixties cultural revolution, the format based on
Till Death Us Do Part is ideally suited to investigate the relationship of mass
audiences to social change. The best shows for such a study are broadcast
nationwide with great success, inspire controversy and are series with
regularly recurring episodes. Sitcoms based on a family theme are a
particularly obvious vehicle for normative ideals of family and society, and
family series were an established genre from the early days of television.
Over several years, the main figures of such programmes enter the privacy of
living rooms across the country. They offer points of identification and
become part of private and public discussions as well as symbols of
nationwide reach, leaving sources for the historian. Therefore, they enable us
to investigate the ways in which popular television series impact social
change. Four concepts will be employed to analyse such social impact: reach,
standing, framing and agenda setting.
To explore the sitcoms’ reach means to reconstruct the social and
geographical makeup of the programmes’ audiences, testing in particular
whether reception stretched to include groups of viewers that had been far
from the centre of cultural change in the pretelevision era. The other three
concepts, borrowed from political science, serve to examine the ways in
which the broadcasts influenced current debates about changing values in
the three countries. The shows’ standing signifies that a media message only
has an impact because all actors in society believe in its impact.
Contemporaries assigned considerable standing to these comedies by
making their figures and props into long-lasting national symbols, museum
exhibits and material for election campaigns and academic research. Framing
points to the way contemporaries used television as a script for their own
negotiations of social change; it is a mechanism by which TV provides
viewers with narratives and frames into which they can insert their own
personal experiences and memories of public debates. And to explore agenda
setting means asking whether the series raised awareness of particular issues
by introducing new topics or reintroducing old topics to public and political
debate.
In the era of limited choice, blockbuster TV shows delivered almost
universally known, endlessly returning and structurally easy to understand
stories that became framing scripts through which viewers could make sense
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of their world and construct their own multiple and fluid identities. In a
process of continual negotiation, individuals struggle to give meaning to
their lives, to relate them to larger units (such as nations or social groups),
and do so in multiple ways, constructing parallel identities as, for example,
citizens, workers or women.28 As we negotiate and communicate our
identities through language, we make use of the formal structures of stories:
temporal and spatial order, a grammar clarifying agency, a beginning and an
ending, a climax and possibly unexpected twists. Often, our storytelling
relies on familiar heroes and a limited number of tropes or frames.29 Here,
TV series can provide us with vocabulary, imagery and characters to weave
into our stories: heroes and villains such as the bigot and his son-in-law, fun
patterns such as Alf Garnett’s cockney accent, Archie Bunker’s malapropisms
or disgusting Alfred’s jokes. Recurring catchphrases such as ‘silly moo’,
‘dingbat’ or ‘meathead’ worked their way into people’s narratives, as did
costumes, props or theme tunes from the shows. Referring to frames from a
sitcom served to negotiate values in a way that was fun and removed from
personal (possibly painful or embarrassing) experiences. It allowed viewers
to communicate personal identities to others who also watched the
broadcasts.
As television entertainment engages in the selection of frames, it sets
limits to our storytelling. Television’s scripts can exclude, dominate and
suppress minority identities and alternative stories. There is a subtext of
power relations structuring television’s framing scripts, and it depends
heavily on two factors: the conditions of production, including the show’s
staff and the broadcasting system, and the genre of programming. With
respect to the first, the personalities of producers and writers confine what is
possible in a given programme, as do varying forms of institutional and selfcensorship that are to some extent conditional on who producers answer to
and how success is measured. This study will pay particular attention to the
role of historical agents – producers, writers, actors, network executives,
advertisers, organised interest groups, politicians – and will thus include,
but go beyond, the level of discourses and institutional structures. When
scrutinising editorial, scheduling and marketing decisions, we thus need to
take several factors into account: the people involved, network competition
and government interference, the pressure of advertisers and the differing
national broadcasting systems. It made a difference how commercialised the
industry was; how far developed methods of ratings assessment,
merchandising and programme export were; and to what extent the
broadcaster depended on government support (say, for the raising of licence
fees). We will see to what extent such political and economic factors shaped
the content of programming and audience responses.
Like production conditions, genre characteristics also set limitations to
TV’s storytelling. Since the 1990s, media scholars have devoted a fair share
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of attention to the genre of sitcom.30 Because sitcom was seen as a ‘feminine
genre’, similar to soaps and telenovelas, much valuable work was contributed
by feminist scholars, particularly on 1950s and early 1960s shows and
changing ideas of family, gender and sexuality.31 Often, situation comedies
are interpreted as inherently conservative and hegemonic. The genre
conventions tend towards conservatism because every episode must have a
circular structure, returning to the status quo at the end. The characters are
not meant to develop: trapped in unchangeable power hierarchies, they
remain reduced to essentialist types. Moreover, the domestic setting – the
well-lit family home (to accommodate close shots) and the frequent
repetition of situations – emphasises warmth and familiarity. The laugh
track, the thirty-minute format and the demand for three gags a minute
make it even more difficult to explore serious topics. The genre thus invites
recourse to slapstick and, worse, ‘old-school humour’ targeting minorities. It
has been suggested that sitcom reinforces social tensions as its jokes build on
ethnic and gender stereotypes, and as it theatrically stages everyday middleclass life around nonthreatening women and domesticated men.32 In the
United States, ‘domesticoms’ revolving around family life are seen as
particularly affirmative, as they perpetuate the myth of the American
dream.33 Some scholars claim that situation comedy generally masks social
inequality and replaces class relations with imaginary social relations,34 or
that it serves as ‘a symbolic refuge from … a culture characterized by excessive
individualism … and a general lack of commitment to an overarching social
deal’.35
Yet it remains contested to what extent these limitations of the genre can
be overcome.36 Because of their progressive intentions, 1970s sitcoms such
as All in the Family and its variants seem to contradict the overall pattern.
They have been branded ‘revisionary’ programmes or labelled a distinct
subgenre, ‘erudite didacticoms’ or ‘relevant sitcoms’.37 Scholars disagree
whether these series simply replaced one form of hegemony with another
(now consolidating liberal instead of conservative ideology)38 or whether the
genre indeed grew to allow new, more progressive forms of humour.39 The
question is yet unanswered, not least because research on sitcom has
neglected the issue of audience reception.40

Mass Media Impact on Society
Measuring the responses of mass audiences and the social impact of mass
media has long been a particular challenge. Owing to methodological
problems and limited access to broadcasts and broadcasting archives,
historians typically neglect television sources, though they occasionally
factor TV into their arguments.41 While historians have engaged in
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productive debates about the role of media in the French Revolution, or
Nazi and imperial Germany, often identifying the reception of new, leading
mass media as major drivers of social and political change,42 they have only
just begun to explore ways of gauging TV’s impact on social change in
contemporary history. So far, their treatment of television’s role has mainly
been limited to the medialisation of the political sphere, and to messages
rather than recipients.43
The field of media and television studies, by contrast, has seen long,
contentious debates about mass media’s impact on audiences. Early research
followed a behaviouristic ‘hypodermic needle’ model, in which TV injects
messages into the viewer with direct effects. This was quickly rejected, but
until the mid-1970s, most media scholars still conceived of audiences as
rather passive and at least partially receptive to media messages. They insisted
that viewers’ reactions were measurable and followed certain conventions.
Many researchers were then working with Paul Lazarsfeld’s ‘two-step flow
model of communication’ (stressing the role of intermediary opinion
leaders) or the ‘uses and gratifications’ approach, which asked how viewers
used media to satisfy needs and generate pleasure. From the late 1970s
onwards, following Stuart Hall’s emphasis on the independence and
creativity of viewers in ‘decoding’ the ‘codes’ offered to them in programming,
most scholarship shifted to assume a principal asymmetry between intended
and actual readings. The idea of different types of readings – hegemonic,
negotiated and oppositional – of one and the same programme now came to
dominate the profession, followed by John Fiske’s notion of ‘active audiences’
who create a myriad of individual readings to agree with their specific social
situation.44 By now, a large part of the field had tired of the debate about
media impact, and the belief in the findings of quantitative social research
– surveys with representative samples, generalising questions and presumed
objectivity – had waned. Instead, emphasis was placed on the unpredictability
of individual readings, the multiplicity of audiences and viewing as an active,
not passive process.
Wary of wading into the methodological quagmire of ‘media effects’,45
most scholars interested in past programmes decided to retreat into safer
academic havens, researching texts, aesthetics, genres and production rather
than reception. Those who insisted on capturing audience reaction began to
develop ethnographic and refined sociological methods for the contemporary
programmes of the 1980s and 1990s.46 The focus was less on predictable
majority responses in mass audiences and more on participant observation,
with surprising reactions and creative readings by individuals commanding
particular attention.47 How individual viewers derived emotional pleasures
and negotiated identities while watching took centre stage, whereas
television’s impact on ‘the masses’ and society faded into the background.
This shift in scholarship corresponded to television being dethroned as the
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leading medium, bringing with it a fragmentation and dispersal of
audiences.48
Current audience research investigates talk shows and particularly reality
formats in which viewers participate by commenting or voting on the
performances of ordinary people (such as Big Brother, Survivor, Wife Swap
or Supernanny). Media scholars monitor audience response with interviews,
focus groups and the taping of viewers as they talk back to the screen or
show affects with gasps and sighs.49 This work leads back to assuming some
direct impact not only on individual viewers but also on society, as it relates
television’s messages to the construction of class identities, neoliberal values
and gender roles.50 Notably, these studies draw on qualitative interviews and
observation of small groups of up to forty viewers, leaving quantitative
surveys or ratings aside. And of course they neglect past programmes, as
their methodology cannot be extended to the era of early and limited choice
television.
To what extent is it possible to explore mass audience responses to 1960s
and 1970s programmes, then? Television studies scholar Lynn Spigel
cautions: ‘The reconstruction of viewing experiences at some point in the
past is an elusive project’.51 Indeed, studies looking at prime-time TV of the
late 1960s and the 1970s largely avoid investigating audience reactions.
They treat television foremost as a mirror, calling it a ‘barometer of changing
social mores’ and ‘a showcase of ideological breakdown and reconfiguration’.52
To recover television’s agency and its impact on mass audiences,
comprehensive sources on viewing experiences are essential. I argue that
these sources are available if one digs deeper than usual and concentrates on
particular types of programming. As we are confined to surviving documents
and no longer able to reconstruct viewing experiences, a specifically historical
approach will be applied, subjecting the material to the validity criteria of
historical research: diversity of sources, critical contextualisation, the
embedding of historical voices in societal developments, a longitudinal view
of collective processes beyond the individual and testing findings by means
of chronological and international comparison.
The mid-1960s to late 1970s are uniquely suited for the study of TV’s
social impact because of the wealth of the remaining documentation.
Audiences’ limited choice converged with empirical sociologists’ discovery
of television as a subject – they leaped on it with gusto, creating multiple
data sets for large audience groups. In addition, broadcasters had developed
demographically refined methods to measure ratings. A mountain of data
exists about the exposure to TV, the choice of shows and the behaviour of
different audiences – including much material on individual readings. In
addition, viewers can still be asked about their encounters with particular
shows, with many posting unsolicited recollections on the Web.
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For the three sitcoms in question, extraordinarily rich materials on
production processes, scheduling, marketing, viewers’ reactions and political
conflicts survive. The programmes themselves are almost fully accessible.53
Many producers, scriptwriters, actors and television executives were
interviewed and left a wide range of autobiographical and contemporary
texts. The press coverage, radio and TV periodicals, independent empirical
audience surveys and published as well as unpublished ratings data were
consulted in specialised libraries (at least twenty-eight empirical surveys
survive on the reaction of different audiences to All in the Family alone).
Broadcasters’ archives in Britain and Germany yielded the correspondence
of producers, editors and actors, viewers’ letters, internal audience research
reports, files on production and merchandising and much more. For the
United States, the producers’ files were inaccessible, but a rich haul from
other archives shed a bright light behind All in the Family’s façade: personal
papers by producers, story editors and scholars; court files on Tandem’s
lawsuits; taped seminars at institutions linked to the TV industry; episode
scripts from the Writers Guild archive; and correspondence between activists
and producers, for example, in the archives of the National Organization for
Women.54 Additionally, fan literature, online fan forums, blogs, photo
sharing websites and an informal email survey of viewers served to investigate
long-term effects.
Such a comprehensive body of evidence is only available for certain kinds
of programmes. The best shows for the historian are blockbuster series that
both entertained and courted controversy, thus generating sources.
Furthermore, the most influential shows employ a real-life setting, as we can
learn from a multitude of worldwide governmental and charity projects.
Nongovernmental organisations have long harnessed mass media power to
bring about social change around the globe, typically for purposes of conflict
resolution and prevention55 or the improvement of public health. Light
entertainment, particularly soap operas and drama series running over
months and years, has proven most effective in gaining the following and
trust of large audiences. These programmes need to be locally produced and
present a ‘real-life’ setting far away from celebrity and high politics. They
have to prioritise entertainment, weaving in current issues only in a limited
number of subplots and episodes. Several surveys document the success of
such real-life drama and soap series in spreading awareness of HIV, lowering
fertility rates and tackling domestic violence in Ethiopia, Tanzania and
South Africa.56 The ‘relevant sitcoms’ of the 1960s and 1970s fit this pattern
almost perfectly, except that they were comedy rather than drama
programmes. They reached large audiences over several years, presented a
‘real-life’ setting adapted to local conditions, generated much debate and
privileged entertainment while cautiously engaging in agenda setting.
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To investigate television’s historical role in fostering value change, we
need to overcome national boundaries. The sixties cultural revolution
was an international phenomenon, just as the television industry was
always highly reliant on the worldwide exchange of programmes,
personnel and techniques. While most historians of television still write
in national contexts, media studies scholars have begun to explore the
upsurge in the global trade of TV formats. Their work treats such formats
as locally adapted franchises that are translated into different national
cultures, connecting the global (the TV industry) with the local
(audiences). But while the patterns and flows of the more recent
programming trade and the localisation of travelling television texts
receive much attention, pre-1980 programming and audience responses
are all but ignored.57
The present study touches on the global trade in formats and the
localisation of the sitcoms in chapter 8. However, it is more concerned
with an international comparison of television’s social impact than
transnational linkages. It compares the three national settings to address
the following questions: How were production and reception processes
shaped by national cultures? What was the impact of economic systems,
institutional frameworks and historically different definitions of high
culture on the content, scheduling and marketing of programming? To
what extent could producers stretch genre conventions, avoid censorship
and push agendas? The broadcasting system in the United States was fully
commercialised, Britain had a carefully regulated dual system and West
Germany a state-regulated monopoly. But, surprisingly, it was the profitoriented American industry that was most likely to respond to social
change and minority activism.
Beyond an exploration of TV’s impact, this book is also a history of
three sensationally successful sitcoms. After a brief introduction to the
actual programmes (chapter 1), the production of the British, American
and West German series in their national settings will be explored (chapter
2). There were structural differences in broadcasting systems, production
teams and standards of professionalism. The following chapters turn to
reception processes in the ‘era of limited choice’, investigating television’s
role in the erosion of old and shaping of new values. To what extent did
broadcast entertainment pioneer, accelerate and shape the lifestyle
revolution? The sitcoms’ social and geographical reach will be explored in
chapter 3. Chapters 4 to 6 then engage with the processes of standing,
framing, and agenda setting in the three sitcoms. They ask how the shows
influenced current debates about sexual mores, gender roles, religious
values and vulgarity in Britain (chapter 4), the United States (chapter 5)
and West Germany (chapter 6). The areas in which framing and agenda
setting were most controversial were racism and anti-Semitism. Therefore,
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chapter 7 will investigate whether the three television bigots were successful
in satirically undermining racial intolerance. Or was there an ‘Archie
Bunker effect’ by which antiprejudicial comedy backfired, reinforcing
bigotry?58 Last, chapter 8 traces the transnational links forged by the
format’s export. With the exception of this chapter, the three national
contexts will be dealt with separately throughout. An international
comparison of the findings will be provided at the end of most chapters,
with a summary in chapter 6 and the conclusion.
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